No.CU6/NFTE-BSNL/AP/CHQ/2018/4

Dated 05-03-02-2018

To
The General Secretary
NFTE-CHQ, New Delhi
Dear Comrade,
Sub :- LICE JE 50% Quota examination held on 28-1-2018 – Key released on
16-2-2018 out of syllabus Question givens constitution committee of
at corporate office level and adding marks – Requested
****
In continuation of AP circle union even letter dated 08-02-2018 it has brought to the
notice of CHQ union that JE 50% quota examination paper has been prepared with very high
standard and too tough. Even engineering graduates would find it difficult to answer the papers.
The examination key released on 16-2-2018.The questions asked in Departmental
examination particularly with 1) switching is confined to C DOT PHASE II training for JTO and
PHASE I training of JTO.
2) The questions 44 are challenged as out of syllabus - in section I - 18 and in section II
Departmental practices -26.
The officials who appeared the examination are mostly from the line staff with prescribed
basic educational qualification is 10+2. The examination paper is 100% not given in 10+2
standard. Engineering graduates are facing difficult to answer the papers.
Paper setting is given to the out siders, changed designation of the post is Junior Engineer,
so paper is given in engineering standard not in 10+2 standard. In our AP circle qualified
candidates are in single digit. Vacancies are 300 plus. The desire of the corporate office for
selecting the candidates through examination will not be fulfilled. This is last chance for the most
all the candidates.
There for the AP circle union requested to the CHQ union take up the issue seriously with
the top management of the Corporate office and request them to constitute a Deptl committee
to study the out of syllabus of 44 questions enclosed in Annexure. On findings of the committee,
demand to add marks to all out of syllabus questions or re conduct the examination by cancelling
the said examination conducted on 28-01-2018.
Hope that the CHQ union will take tangent suitable steps in this regard to mitigated
sufferings of our loyal members.
Thanking You,
Comradely Yours
Encl : 44 out syllabus
Questions

( Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao)
Circle Secretary

